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Almost a decade ago, it was recognized that the global elimination of

onchocerciasis by 2030 will not be feasible without, at least, an effective

prophylactic and/or therapeutic vaccine to complement chemotherapy and

vector control strategies. Recent advances in computational immunology

(immunoinformatics) have seen the design of novel multi-epitope

onchocerciasis vaccine candidates which are however yet to be evaluated in

clinical settings. Still, continued research to increase the pool of vaccine

candidates, and therefore the chance of success in a clinical trial remains

imperative. Here, we designed a multi-epitope vaccine candidate by

assembling peptides from 14 O. volvulus (Ov) proteins using an

immunoinformatics approach. An initial 126 Ov proteins, retrieved from the

Wormbase database, and at least 90% similar to orthologs in related nematode

species of economic importance, were screened for localization, presence of

transmembrane domain, and antigenicity using different web servers. From the

14 proteins retained after the screening, 26 MHC-1 and MHC-II (T-cell)

epitopes, and linear B-lymphocytes epitopes were predicted and merged
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using suitable linkers. The Mycobacterium tuberculosis Resuscitation-

promoting factor E (RPFE_MYCTU), which is an agonist of TLR4, was then

added to the N-terminal of the vaccine candidate as a built-in adjuvant.

Immune simulation analyses predicted strong B-cell and IFN-g based

immune responses which are necessary for protection against O. volvulus

infection. Protein-protein docking and molecular dynamic simulation

predicted stable interactions between the 3D structure of the vaccine

candidate and human TLR4. These results show that the designed vaccine

candidate has the potential to stimulate both humoral and cellular immune

responses and should therefore be subject to further laboratory investigation.
KEYWORDS

Onchocerciasis, immunoinformatics, multi-epitope vaccine, chimeric antigen,
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Introduction

Onchocerciasis is a devastating neglected tropical disease

(NTD) caused by the parasitic nematode Onchocerca volvulus

(O. volvulus) and transmitted by the Simulium blackflies (1). The

flies breed around areas with cool-water rivers and streams,

consequently, the disease is also called “river blindness” (2). The

disease which manifests mainly as visual impairment and

severe skin lesions (though in some cases nodules and

lymphadenopathy) (3) exerts a significant socio-economic and

public health burden (4) and is associated with susceptibility to

HIV infection (5), immune-complex nephropathy (6), epilepsy

(7), blindness (8), and human mortality (9). The Global Burden

of Disease Study (10) estimates the number of infected persons

at 21 million, with about 14.7 million people manifesting a range

of onchocerciasis-related skin diseases and an additional 1.2

million suffering from various forms of visual impairment (10).

Overall, an estimated 200 million people live in regions of

disease endemicity with more than 99% of all cases (infected

and at-risk) occurring in 31 countries in sub-Saharan

Africa (11).

Though previous control programs focusing mainly on the

use of chemotherapy with Ivermectin (IVM) mass drug

administration (MDA) have succeeded to eliminate the disease

in selected foci in Africa (12) and in 4 of the 6 previously

endemic countries in the Americas (11 out of 13 foci) (13), the

continuous use of IVM as the only tool (especially in Africa) to

achieve global disease elimination is flawed by several factors

and raises concerns about the feasibility of disease elimination by

2030 as initially planned (11): (1) Ivermectin is only

microfilaricidal, requiring annual MDA for at least 14 years;

which corresponds to the number of years adult female worms

can reproduce (14). (2) The long-term treatment of infected

persons with IVM has resulted in suboptimal microfilaricidal
02
responses in several geographic locations (15, 16). (3) Severe

neurologic adverse reactions to IVM have been reported in

individuals coinfected with high titers of Loa microfilaria (17,

18). (4) Non-compliance/adherence to IVM treatment in some

endemic populations impedes effective control of transmission

(19, 20) and could contribute to the drive towards drug

resistance (21). IVM is not recommended for pregnant women

and children below the age of five, leaving this sizable population

untreated and acting as a potential reservoir for the continuous

spread of O. volvulus (22–24). In addition, some of the

recommendations for accelerated elimination like maintaining

a sufficiently high and prolonged IVM treatment, and biannual

IVM administration are financially and logistically challenging

(25). Moreover, some endemic areas are either highly enclaved

and inaccessible or hit by conflicts and civil strife (12). These

factors limit both the geographical and chemotherapeutic

coverage needed to shorten the period required for

interruption of parasite transmission and consequently attain

the elimination goal (4).

The challenges encountered with the use of IVM MDA as

the key strategy for control underscore the profound importance

of continued investments in novel and alternative intervention

strategies, including amongst other macrofilaricides, vector

control, and vaccines (26). In fact, it has been postulated that

preventative and therapeutic vaccines might expedite

eradication efforts and protect the significant advancements

gained in onchocerciasis control (27). This argument has been

supported by the results from modeling studies which predicted

that a preventative vaccine will lessen the disease burden in

populations where IVM cannot be administered safely,

forestalling the emergence of anthelmintic drug resistance, as

well as decreasing the chance of disease recrudescence (28).

Several studies with humans and animal models have

reported the feasibility of generating both natural and artificial
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protective immunity against onchocerciasis (29). Firstly, studies

of human populations have postulated the feasibility of naturally

acquired immunity against infection Onchocerca spp (30, 31). It

has been reported that up to 1-5% of the populations living in

onchocerciasis-endemic regions and exposed to bites of the

vector do not exhibit any symptoms of the disease. These

persons are therefore considered to have putative immunity

(32). Secondly, concomitant immunity, characterized by the

predisposition of human hosts to eliminate the newly

introduced infective-stage larvae (L3), without having any

effect on already established adult worms and microfilariae has

also been reported (33). Lastly, immuno-epidemiological data

supports the concept of zooprophylaxis, in which the concurrent

and dominating transmission of O. ochengi by the Simulium

damnosum to humans in sub-Saharan Africa could result in

cross-protective immunity against O. volvulus (34).

For complex multi-stage parasites like O. volvulus, the

selection of the appropriate antigen as a vaccine candidate

remains a major challenge (35). Historically, two key

approaches have been used to select target antigens. The first

approach involved immunoscreening of parasite cDNA libraries

(principally from the infective L3, molting L3, and L4 larval

stages) using serum samples from putative immune (PI)

individuals. The second approach involved the identification

and isolation of proteins considered to be essential during the

infection process (including proteins with vital metabolic or

defense functions). This was based on the rationale that targeting

such antigens for vaccine development could impede infection of

the human host by the parasite (36).

Though these strategies led to the identification of a total of

44 candidates tested in the O. volvulus mouse model, presently

only two candidates, Ov-RAL-2 and Ov-103 are planned for

further clinical development (37). Nevertheless, suboptimal

outcomes often obtained from human proof-of-concept

clinical trials testify to the challenges/limitations of making

extrapolations on vaccine efficacy studies during the

translation from animal models to humans (38). A critical

bottleneck for the generation of protective vaccines is the

generation of suboptimal responses (27). In addition, the

previous use of irradiated parasites presents logistical

challenges which make this approach unsustainable (39). This

points out the fact that there remains an urgent need for the

continuous (preferably rational) search for novel vaccine

candidates (40, 41).

Several reports have indicated that the use of single

recombinant antigens as vaccine candidates produced inferior

immune responses, consequently, reduced protective effects

(42). Previous studies on onchocerciasis vaccine development,

have focused mainly on the L3 and molting L3 (mL3) larval

stages which are essential for the establishment of infection in

humans. Meanwhile, the mf stage, responsible for most of the

pathology observed in diseased persons has also been targeted

(26). With the current challenges faced with selecting the right
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candidates for the development of novel vaccines for

onchocerciasis, this study proposes the rational design of an

epitope-based chimeric vaccine candidate for onchocerciasis

generated from the ectodomains of parasite transmembrane

proteins, based on the correlates of immune protection

reported for the disease. It has been reported that surface

proteins like those on the plasma membrane could play vital

roles in protecting parasites against hosts’ defense responses

(43). This localization, however, also makes the proteins

accessible to the host immune response – making them

suitable vaccine targets (44). In addition, for onchocerciasis,

serum samples from PI and infected persons have been reported

to contain antibodies that react with the L3 larval stage

surface (36).

Studies in humans and animal models have reported the

crucial role of both cellular and humoral immune responses in

protection. In this regard, the role of CD8+ cells (45), a mixed

Th1/Th2 cellular response (37), and cytophilic antibodies, acting

through antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity, have been

reported to be essential for the development of prophylactic

immunity against Ov (46). In addition, the induction IFN-g, IL-
13, IL-4, and IL-5, has been reported to correlate with protection

either against the L3 larvae or microfilariae (30, 47, 48). The role

of an innate response in protective immunity has also been

reported through TLR4 involvement (49).This work focuses on

the design of a potentially cross-protective multi-epitope

chimeric vaccine candidate against onchocerciasis using highly

conserved parasite membrane proteins using an immuno-

informatics approach taking into consideration the

mechanisms involved in protection against the parasite.
Methods

Retrieval of parasite conserved proteins
and preliminary analysis

The accession numbers of 106 proteins reported to share

between 90-100% homology in related nematodes including A.

simplex and B. malayi were obtained from the dataset previously

generated by Cotton and colleagues (50). Sequences for the

selected proteins were obtained from the WormBase database

(wormbase.org) and then assessed for: 1. Localization (using the

DeepLoc 1.0 server; http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/DeepLoc/);

2. The signal peptide presence (using the SignalP 5.0; http://

www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/ and PreDiSi servers; http://

www.predisi.de/); 3. The presence of transmembrane domains

(using the TMHMM; http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/

and TOPCONS; https://topcons.cbr.su.se/servers) and 4.

Antigenicity (with the Vaxijen v2.0 server; http://www.ddg-

pharmfac.net/vaxijen/VaxiJen/VaxiJen.html). All hypothetical

proteins predicted to be localized, possess transmembrane

domains, and are antigenic were selected for further analyses.
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For the selected proteins, only extracellular domains (ECDs)

were used to predict epitopes.
Protein conservation in
related nematodes

A BLAST search was performed on the UniProtKB database

(https://www.uniprot.org/) to evaluate the possibility of cross-

protection by the selected proteins used for the chimera design

against related nematodes of human and veterinary importance.

UniProtKB is the central resource for storing and

interconnecting information from large and disparate sources,

and the most comprehensive catalog of protein sequence and

functional annotation (51). The degree of relatedness between

the selected proteins and their homologs in Brugia malayi, Loa

loa, Onchocerca flexuosa, Onchocerca ochengi, Toxocara canis,

and Wuchereria bancrofti was investigated.
Cytotoxic T lymphocyte
epitope prediction

Cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) epitope prediction was done

using the NetCTL 1.2 server (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/

NetCTL/). The server implements epitope prediction through a

method that incorporates predictions of proteasomal cleavage,

TAP (Transporter Associated with Antigen Processing)

transport efficiency, and class I MHC affinity (52). Though the

server allows for predictions of CTL epitopes restricted to 12

MHC class I supertypes, only the A2, A3, and B7 supertypes

were used for this study. These were selected to achieve a 90% of

predicted phenotypic frequency in the vaccinated population

(53). For CTL epitope prediction on the NetCTL 1.2 server,

MHC class I binding and proteasomal cleavage are executed

using artificial neural networks (54) whereas TAP transport

efficiency prediction is done using a weight matrix (55). CTL

epitope prediction was set at the default server threshold value

of 0.75.
Helper T lymphocyte epitope prediction

HTL epitopes (15-mer) for all human alleles were predicted

using the NetMHCII 2.3 server (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/

NetMHCII/) which predicts binding affinities to molecules

covering HLA-DR, HLA-DQ, and HLA-DP alleles using

artificial neural networks (56). The input extracellular domain

sequences were submitted for HTL epitope prediction with the

default threshold % rank for strong binder (SB) and weak binder

(WB) set to 2 and 10 respectively. HLA-DR, HLA-DQ, and

HLA-DP alleles were predicted for all the ECDs, and only highly
Frontiers in Tropical Diseases 04
promiscuous epitopes capable of binding to several alleles and

classified as strong binders were considered for designing

the chimera.
B-cell epitope prediction

The BepiPred-2.0 webserver (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/

services/BepiPred/) was used for linear B-lymphocyte epitope

prediction. The server is based on a random forest algorithm

trained on epitopes annotated from antibody-antigen protein

structures. This method outperformed other methods for

sequence-based epitope prediction on a large number of linear

epitopes obtained from the IEDB database as well as epitope data

produced from solved 3D structures (57). Employing the

standard server threshold of 0.5, linear B-epitopes of various

lengths were selected for the next steps.
Antibody class prediction

The role of specific immunoglobulins, predominantly IgG

has been reported in immune protection againstOnchocerca spp.

To assess the specific antibody classes elicited by the vaccine

candidate, the predicted linear B-epitopes were subjected to the

Antibody Class(es) Predictor for Epitopes (AbCPE) server

(http://bioinfo.unipune.ac.in/AbCPE/Home.html). For the

prediction of the antibody class(es) that an epitope can

potentially bind to, the AbCPE server is a novel method based

on a multi-label classification approach. The server predicts

binding to IgG, IgE, IgA, and IgM with very promising

results (58).
Epitope antigenicity prediction

To generate the final list of epitopes for the chimera design, all

the predicted epitopes were then assessed for antigenicity using

the VaxiJen v2.0 server (http://www.ddg-pharmfac.net/vaxijen/

VaxiJen/VaxiJen.html). The server allows antigen classification

entirely based on the physicochemical characteristics of proteins

without resorting to sequence alignment. The method is also

alignment-free and homology-independent. The Vaxijen v2.0

server functions through the autocross-covariance (ACC)

transformation of protein sequences into uniform vectors of key

amino acid properties to predict protective antigens for bacteria,

fungi, parasites, viruses, and tumors (59). For this study, the

parasite model with a default threshold of 0.5 was used for the

evaluation and only those with antigenicity scores above 0.5 were

selected to constitute the chimeric antigen. Figure 1 shows a

summary of epitope prediction, selection steps and all other

analyses conducted.
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Multi-epitope vaccine
sequence construction

The high-scoring CTL epitopes, promiscuous high-affinity

HTL epitopes, and high-scoring linear-B cell epitopes predicted

to be antigenic were merged using AAY, GPGPG, and KK

linkers respectively. The Mycobacterium tuberculosis

Resuscitation-promoting factor E, RpfE (RPFE_MYCTU)

(UniProt ID: O53177) was added to the N-terminal of the

designed chimera to serve as a built-in adjuvant using the

EAAAK linker. Adjuvants are known to enhance the extent,

breadth, and robustness of the immune response (60). The

vaccine construct was also designed to contain the pan HLA-

DR epitope (PADRE) sequence, embedded in between the

adjuvant and epitopes, and linked using the GGGS linker

which is used to ensure flexibility and ensure effective

separation of individual epitopes (61). The EAAAK linker

used to incorporate the TLR4 adjuvant sequence has been

used for bifunctional proteins to improve on protein

expression levels and fusion protein bioactivity (62). The

GPGPG linkers have been used to avert the creation of
Frontiers in Tropical Diseases 05
junctional epitopes in epitope-based vaccines – facilitating

antigen processing and presentation (53). Similarly, the KK

linkers were used to maintain the independent immune-

reactivity of each epitope (61). Finally, the 8xHis-tag was

added at the C-terminal of the chimera to aid in purification

and identification procedures.
Physicochemical properties and
solubility analysis

Following the chimera design, various physicochemical

characteristics were assessed using the ProtParam webserver

(https://web.expasy.org/protparam/). These characteristics

include the molecular weight, theoretical pI, aliphatic index,

extinction coefficient, and predicted half-lives for three model

organisms (Escherichia coli, yeast, and mammal cells) as well as

the instability index and amino acid and atomic composition

(63). In addition, chimera solubility upon expression in bacteria

was evaluated using the SoluProt 1.0 server (https://loschmidt.

chemi.muni.cz/soluprot/). SoluProt was developed by a
FIGURE 1

Flowchart for the designed study. The entire approach used in the study is comprised of several phases, which involve identifying the target protein
and its conservation analysis. Epitope predictions from the chosen protein (CTL, HTL, and linear-B cell epitopes); vaccine construction, 3D
modeling, refinement, and validation. Molecular Docking with immune cell receptor, molecular dynamics simulation, and in-silico immune
simulation to check the potential of the vaccine to initiate an immune response. Lastly, reverse translation, codon optimization, and in-silico cloning.
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gradient-boosting machine technique using the TargetTrack

database as a training set. The server had an accuracy of 58.5%

and an AUC of 0.62 when evaluated against a balanced

independent test set derived from the NESG database,

exceeding the scores of a suite of alternative solubility

prediction tools. Additionally, there is proof that it might

substantially raise the success rate of experimental protein

research (64). The SOLpro server (http://scratch.proteomics.

ics.uci.edu) was also used to predict solubility. SolPro is an

SVM-based tool for solubility prediction from protein sequences

with a global accuracy of over 74% as estimated by tenfold cross-

validation (65).
Secondary structure prediction

To predict the secondary of the designed chimeric antigens,

two servers, PSIPRED (http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/psipred/) and

Rap to rX P rope r t y ( h t t p : / / r ap t o r x . u ch i c a go . edu /

StructurePropertyPred/predict/) were used. PSIPRED

incorporates two feed-forward neural networks which perform

an analysis of output obtained from PSI-BLAST (Position-Specific

Iterated BLAST) for the accurate prediction of protein secondary

structure. The PSIPRED server is reported to be capable of

achieving an average Q3 score of 76.5% using a strict cross-

validation approach to assess performance (66). The RaptorX

Property web server on the other hand, predicts the secondary

structure properties of a protein using a template-free approach.

The RaptorX Property server can achieve 84% Q3 accuracy for 3-

state SS, 72% Q8 accuracy for 8-state SS, 66% Q3 accuracy for 3-

state solvent accessibility, and 0.89 area under the ROC curve

(AUC) for disorder prediction, according to experimental results

from CASP10, CASP11 and other benchmarks (67).
Antigenicity and allergenicity
prediction for multi-epitope chimeric
vaccine candidate

To evaluate the antigenicity of the designed multi-epitope

chimeric antigen, the VaxiJen v2.0 (described above) and

ANTIGENpro servers were used. The ANTIGENpro server is

a sequence-based, alignment-free prediction tool trained using a

large non-redundant dataset mainly obtained from protein

microarray data analysis. The server achieved an estimated

accuracy of 76% using the combined dataset in cross-

validation experiments (68).

In addition, the multi-epitope antigen was submitted to

AllerTop v.2.0 (https://www.ddg-pharmfac.net/AllerTOP/) and

AllergenPF (https://ddg-pharmfac.net/AllergenFP/) servers to

evaluate its potential to generate allergenic responses. The

AllerTop v2.0 server operates based on the auto- and cross-

covariance (ACC) transformation of the supplied protein
Frontiers in Tropical Diseases 06
sequences into uniform equal-length vectors. A training

dataset containing 2427 known allergens from different species

and 2427 non-allergens is used for protein classification (69).

The AllergenFP server is a novel alignment-free descriptor-

based fingerprint approach to classify proteins as allergens and

non-allergens. The approach implements a four-step process for

allergenicity prediction. The AllergenFP server was tested using

a dataset of 2427 known allergens and 2427 non-allergens, and

88% of them were correctly identified with Matthews correlation

coefficient of 0.759 (70).
IFN-g and IL4 inducing
epitope prediction

Interferon-gamma (IFN-g), a key cytokine in the induction

of adaptive and innate immune responses (71) has been reported

to be an important cytokine in immune protection against

onchocerciasis (45). The IFNepitope server (https://webs.iiitd.

edu.in/raghava/ifnepitope/scan.php) was used to predict 15-mer

IFN-g epitopes for the designed chimeric antigen. The server

constructs overlapped sequences from which the IFN-g epitopes
are predicted. A hybrid motif and support vector machine

(SVM) approach was used for IFN-g epitope prediction. A

training dataset comprising of IFN-g inducing and non-

inducing MHC class-II binder, which can activate T-helper

cells was employed in developing the server (72).

Given the critical role of Th2 responses in protection against

helminths and other extracellular parasites (73), the IL4pred

server (https://webs.iiitd.edu.in/raghava/il4pred/scan.php) was

used to predict IL4-inducing MHCII binders in the designed

chimera using the hybrid (SVM + Merci motif) based approach.

The dataset used to develop the server comprised 742 non-

inducing and 904 experimentally validated IL4 inducing MHC

class II binders. The hybrid method of amino acid pairs and

motif information for IL4-inducing peptides prediction yielded

the best results with maximum accuracy of 75.76% and MCC of

0.51 (74).

Prediction of Epitopes for Mouse MHC II Alleles

MHC II binding peptides (15-mer) for mice alleles in the

designed chimeric antigens were predicted using the NetMHCII

2.3 server (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetMHCII/) which

predicts binding affinities to molecules covering human (HLA-

DR, HLA-DQ, and HLA-DP) and 7 mouse alleles using artificial

neural networks. The functioning of the server has been

described above.
Immune simulation for vaccine efficacy

The C-ImmSim server (https://kraken.iac.rm.cnr.it/C-

IMMSIM/index.php) which performs in-silico immune

simulations was used to further predict the immune response
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potentiated by the chimeric vaccine candidate. The C-ImmSim

server is an agent-based model that predicts immunological

interactions using machine learning methods and immune

epitopes using a position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM). The

server “simultaneously simulates three compartments that

represent three separate anatomical regions found in

mammals: (i) the bone marrow, where hematopoietic stem

cells are simulated and produce new lymphoid and myeloid

cells; (ii) the thymus, where naive T cells are selected to avoid

autoimmunity; and (iii) a tertiary lymphatic organ, such as a

lymph node” (75). To predict the immune response generated by

the designed chimeric antigen, in accordance with the target

product profile for a prophylactic vaccine against onchocerciasis

as described (76), three injections were simulated four weeks

apart (76). The default settings of simulation parameters were

used, and the time steps were set to 1, 84, and 168 (each time step

is 8 hours, and time step 1 is injection at time = 0). A total of

1000 simulation steps was used. In addition to the 3 injections

given 4 weeks apart, 12 injections of the chimeric vaccine

candidate were also given at four weeks intervals to mimic

repetitive exposure to the antigen (since this is what obtains in

a typical endemic setting) to investigate for possible clonal

selection. The Simpson index, D (a measure of diversity) was

interpreted from the plot.
Tertiary structure prediction

The Iterative Threading ASSEmbly Refinement (I-TASSER)

server (https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/) was

used for three-dimensional structure prediction of the designed

chimera by homology modelling. The I-TASSER server using the

sequence-to-structure-to-function model for the automated

prediction of protein structure and function. The server initially

generates three-dimensional (3D) atomic models for the query

sequence from multiple threading alignments and iterative

structure assembly simulations using the amino acid sequence

information (77). The top five full-length models, the confidence

score, the predicted TM-score and RMSD, and the standard

deviation of the estimations are all included in the I-TASSER

server’s output for each query (78). I-TASSER has received the

best ranking among protein structure prediction servers in the last

eight community-wide CASP experiments (79).
Refinement and validation of the 3D
modeled structure

A two-step refinement approach was employed on the

predicted vaccine 3D structure from I-TASSER to improve

structure quality, both locally and globally. The first step of

refining the 3D structure was done using the ModRefiner server

(https://zhanggroup.org/ModRefiner/) which is used to build
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and improve protein structures from Ca traces based on a

two-step, atomic-level energy minimization. The Initially, the

main-chain structures are constructed from initial Ca traces and

the side-chain rotamers are then refined jointly with the

backbone atoms using a complex physics and knowledge-

based force field (80). This was followed by another round of

refinement on the GalaxyRefine server (http://galaxy.seoklab.

org/cgi-bin/submit.cgi?type=REFINE). The GalaxyRefine server

works by first rebuilding side chains, performing side-chain

repacking, and then relaxing the overall structure using a

molecular dynamics simulation. This method showed the best

performance in improving the local structure quality according

to results from the CASP10 assessment (81).

The RAMPAGE, and ProSA-web servers were used for

tertiary structure validation. The RAMPAGE server generates

a Ramachandran plot, which enables visualization of the

proportion of residues in favored, allowed, and disallowed

regions, from the dihedral angles phi (f) and psi (y) of the

amino acids in the protein (82). The ProSA-web server (https://

prosa.services.came.sbg.ac.at/prosa.php) offers an intuitive

interface to the ProSA program and is regularly used in

validating protein tertiary structures. For a specific input

structure, ProSA determines an overall quality score and

displays it alongside all other known protein structures in its

database. A 3Dmolecular viewer also displays and highlights any

faults with the structures. If the estimated score is outside the

range that is typical of native proteins, there is high probability

that the structure contains errors (83).
Discontinuous B-Cell epitope prediction

Up to 90% of B-cell epitopes in proteins are estimated

conformational (84). After validating the 3D structure of the

chimeric antigen, the ElliPro server (http://tools.iedb.org/ellipro/)

was used for discontinuous B-cell epitope prediction. The server

implements three algorithms that perform the following functions:

(i) approximating the protein shape as an ellipsoid; (ii) calculating

the protrusion index for each residue; and (iii) grouping adjacent

residues based on their protrusion index values. The ElliPro server

has been used to test a benchmark dataset of conformational

epitopes deduced from 3D structures of antibody-protein

complexes. When compared with six other structure-based

epitope prediction approaches, ElliPro produced the best

performance, giving an AUC value of 0.732, when the most

significant prediction was taken into account for each protein (85).
Molecular docking of vaccine models to
the TLR4-MD2 dimeric receptor

The vaccine model with and without the adjuvant were

separately docked towards the experimentally solved binding
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pocket of the m-shaped TLR4-MD2 dimeric receptor assembly

(PDB 3FXI) using the ‘Dock’ module implemented in MOE

(version 2020, Chemical Computing Group, Canada) (86). After

structure preparation for each procedure, we validated the

implemented docking protocol before applying it to measure

affinities between the vaccine constructs and the receptor dimer.

However, docking validations of large molecular partners like

protein-protein interactions, in this case, is usually quite tricky

because many rotatable bonds are involved allowing a broad

deviation of conformations different from the original co-

crystalized ones. To increase confidence in our protocol

nonetheless, we first re-docked severally a large co-crystalized

lipopolysaccharide antigen (with 80 rotatable bonds, 6 lipid

sidechains, and a molecular weight of 2965.13g/mol) towards

its binding pocket localized to the ‘dimerization interface’ on the

TLR4-MD2 dimeric receptor, shown to be involved in antigen

recognition (87). Indeed, the protocol was able to discriminate

between good and poor conformations as it correctly ranked

poses with the least RMSDs (RMSD<20Å; RMSD refine < 1Å) at
the top 5 positions. When we observed that the top poses have

similar interactions found in the crystalized structure after

manual inspection, we implemented the protocol to dock the

vaccine constructs using the generalized-born volume integral/

weighted surface area (GBVI/WSA) (88) scoring function. This

function estimates the enthalpic contribution to the free energy

of binding of a given ligand pose using the AMBER99 (89)

forcefields, trained on 99 different experimentally solved

protein-ligand complexes. Structural analyses and visualization

were performed with the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System,

Version 1.2r3pre, Schrödinger, LLC; and statistical analyses were

carried out using Microsoft ™ Excel version 16.56 with p<0.05

considered statistically significant. Generated data are

summarized in the result section.
Molecular dynamics simulation of the
receptor-Vaccine candidate complex

To assess the stability of the docked TLR4 receptor-vaccine

candidate complex, we performed a set of triplicate all-atom

molecular dynamics simulations. All simulations were run on

GROMACS 2019.3, using the CHARMM36 forcefield (90). A

cubic simulation box was created with three spatial dimensions

of periodic boundary conditions set to a minimum distance of

1.2 nm between the atoms of the complex and the X, Y, and Z

axes. When the complex was in the box, energy minimization

was performed in a hypothetical vacuum and the TIP3P water

model along with 19 chloride ions added to solvate and

maintain a balance in the system’s electrostatic charge. A

second energy minimization was performed before pre-

equilibrating the system via temperature coupling and

pressure coupling. Heavy atoms were restrained to fixed

positions while the solvent could freely diffuse during the
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pre-equilibration steps. The reference temperature during

coupling was set to 300K and dispersions were fixed by

EnerPres to account for the cut-off van der Waals scheme.

The Parrinello–Rahman method was implemented for pressure

control set at 1.0 bar and all bonds were constrained by the

LINCS approach. The energy and speed of the simulations

were written at a frequency of 100ps. Particle Mesh Ewald

(PME) was used to approximate the long-range electrostatic

interactions with a cut-off value for short-range interaction to

occur defined at 1.0nm, and the short-range Van der Waals

cut-off was also set to 1.0nm. Each of the three simulations was

run for 100 ns after the equilibrations, generating 23.4 G of

data in total.
MM-PBSA binding free energy
calculations

The molecular mechanics-based Poisson–Boltzmann

surface area (MM-PBSA) method was used to approximate

the free energy of interaction between the vaccine construct

and the TLR4 receptor protein (91, 92). Molecular mechanics

was used to estimate the enthalpic contributions while the

polar and non-polar components of the solvent effect on free

energy were assessed by solving the Poisson–Boltzmann (PB)

equation and related molecular surface area (SA) estimator.

With guidance from a study published by Wang et al, we were

able to estimate the average binding energy with deviations

using a python script incorporated in the g_mmpbsa package

(93). Briefly, MD simulation trajectories were intercepted from

the RMSD curves of the candidate vaccine–TLR4 complex with

the MM-PBSA calculations performed as described above,

except for a minor modification which was made based on

the rationale that, to the best of our knowledge, the g_mmpbsa

is limited to only reading files generated by specific GROMACS

versions. Therefore, we had to re-generate the binary input files

(.tpr) using GROMACS version 5.1.2. (As opposed to

GROMACS 2019.3 which was used for the original

simulations) to run the MM-PBSA approximations with

g_mmpbsa. The other files including the structural (.gro),

topology (.top), and parameter (.mdp) files required for the

re-generation process remained unmodified as used in the

original MD simulations with GROMACS 2019.3.
Codon optimization and in-silico cloning

The E. coli (strain K12) was chosen as the suitable host for the

multi-epitope vaccine candidate expression. Reverse translation

and codon optimization were performed on the Java Codon

Adaptation Tool (JCat) server (http://www.prodoric.de/JCat).

JCat provides the option to adapt the codon usage of a gene of

interest to that of any host organism and presents both the codon
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adaptation index (CAI) and percentage GC content (which can be

used to estimate protein expression levels) in the output. The CAI

score offers information on codon usage biases and for the K12

strain of E. coli, for genes with CAI values >0.5, a strong

association between CAI and expression levels has been

reported (94). On the other hand, low GC% has been reported

to contribute to the poor expression of mycobacterial genes in E.

coli. A GC content of 30–70% has been suggested for optimal

expression (95). To clone the in E. coli The pET-30a (+) vector was

selected to clone the codon-optimized gene sequence of the

designed vaccine candidate with the Nde I and Xho I restriction

sites introduced at the N and C-terminals respectively using

SnapGene tool (https://www.snapgene.com/free-trial/) to ensure

vaccine candidate expression.
Results

Protein retrieval and preliminary
characterization

The sequences of 126 proteins that show 90-100% identity

with homologous proteins in the related parasites, including

A. simplex and B. malayi were selected from a dataset of O.

volvulus proteins previously generated by Cotton et al. (50). The

sequences for all the designated proteins were downloaded from

the WormBase database and used for the identification of

antigen candidates to be employed for epitope prediction.

SignalP 5.0 predicted the presence of signal peptides in nine of

the selected proteins. This result was matched with the

consensus prediction on the TOPCONS server, though an

additional three proteins were predicted to have signal

peptides on the PrediSi server. For TM prediction, a total of

twenty-one proteins were predicted by consensus using

TOPCONS to have TM regions with the number of TM

domains in the proteins ranging from one to fourteen. The

TMHMM server on the other hand predicted twenty-six

proteins to have TM domains. DeepLoc predicted eleven to be

localized to the cell membrane. These eleven together with three

other proteins predicted to have TM domains but localized in

the ER or Golgi apparatus were selected as the final set of

antigens for the analyses. Stage-specific expression data from the

WormBase database predicted that three of the proteins were L3

larval-dominant antigens, while another three were

predominantly expressed in the microfilariae. Six of the

antigens were expressed predominantly in the L2 while the

remaining 2 were adult-stage dominant antigens. Following

the prediction of TM regions, the extracellular domains of the

designated proteins were then used to predict linear B-cell and

T-cell epitopes. The Mycobacterium tuberculosis Resuscitation-

promoting factor E, RpfE (RPFE_MYCTU), O53177 which can

act as a TLR4 agonist was also downloaded from the UniProt

database to be used as an adjuvant (96).
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Protein conservation in
related nematodes

A high degree of conservation for all the selected proteins in

related nematodes (ranging from 30.6–100%) was observed

based on the BLAST search done on the UniProt database and

the BLASTp search on NCBI. For 3 of the selected proteins

(OVOC1259, OVOC6950 and OVOC6796), no homologues

were found in at least one of the target nematodes (B. malayi,

L. loa, O. flexuosa, O. ochengi, Toxocara canisand W. bancrofti).

The highest level of conservation was observed within the

Onchocerca genus, (O. flexuosa, O. ochengi) with three

proteins showing 100% conservation in O. ochengi (Table 1).
Cytotoxic T lymphocyte
epitope prediction

High-scoring CD8+ (9-mer) epitopes were predicted from all

the EC domains of the designated proteins on with NetCTL 1.2

server. The server’s default parameters for epitope identification

were used. From the predicted sequences, seven epitopes were

chosen to be incorporated into the chimera either because of

their antigenicity or their overlap with some of the linear B-cell

epitopes predicted (Table 2).
Helper T lymphocyte epitope prediction

High-affinity MHC-II epitopes (based on IC50 scores) for the

HLA-DR, HLA-DQ, and HLA-DP human alleles, predicted on

the NetMHCII 2.3 web server, were selected as HTL epitopes. In

total, nine high-affinity HTL epitopes were chosen to design the

chimeric vaccine candidate. It was observed that some of the

predicted linear B-cell epitopes and the HTL epitopes had

overlapping regions (Table 2).
B-cell epitopes prediction

Linear B-cell epitopes of varying residue lengths were

predicted using different servers, but recurrent epitopes

simultaneously predicted with BepiPred 2.0, and one other

epitope prediction server (BCpreds or ABCpred) were selected

for the final vaccine peptide. Some of the sequences predicted to

be linear B-cell epitopes had regions of overlap with predicted T-

cell epitopes and were used in to generate the chimeric antigen.

A total of 10 linear B-epitopes were selected (Table 2).
Antibody class prediction

All the selected linear B-lymphocyte epitopes initially

predicted to be antigenic and incorporated in the designed
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chimeric antigen were subjected to the antibody class prediction

using the AbCPE server. All the epitopes were predicted to bind

to IgG only. No epitope was predicted to bind to IgA, IgE or

IgM (Table 3).
Construction of multi-epitope
vaccine sequence

The chimeric vaccine candidate was designed from a total

number 10 linear B-lymphocyte epitopes, 7 CTL epitopes, and 9
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HTL epitopes. Epitopes with overlapping amino acids were

merged to form contiguous sequences (Table 1. The chimera

was designed by using KK, AAY and GPGPG linkers to merge

the linear B-cell epitopes CD8+ T-epitopes and CD4+ T-

epitopes respectively. Also, the TLR4 (PDB ID: 4G8A) agonist,

RpfE from Mycobacterium tuberculosis, (RPFE_MYCTU)

(accession number O53177) was chosen as a built-in adjuvant

and incorporated at the N-terminal of the designed vaccine

candidate using the EAAAK linker to boost immune responses

elicited by the antigen. In addition, the universal Pan DR Epitope

(PADRE), a potent stimulator of CD4+ responses was added
TABLE 2 Predicted epitopes selected for the design of the multi-epitope vaccine candidate.

Protein Linear B epitope CD4 epitope CD8 epitope

OVOC4157 SNINAFIPVLVPSNLRL

OVOC6796 SLNQLVLPEYLLHFI

OVOC7706 SKTIEADKRYKGIIDV KIFVAGYDK

OVOC12318 GAVKSGGAATRPAAAAQLRLLKKRSAEP SLNPRGIFVTTTVVISFHPLF
VDVRTDISALEISEDN

OVOC5733 SPNRSGNRISATRNNKTNRVSHVL

OVOC5378 CGRLSPTPLRTNGLYI NQIIEAFFAEYSQFFRLRL

OVOC388 LKDYDWRVRPRGNNLSWPDTG CWNLAFLILVVAKKKLKE GPVLVSVNIY

OVOC8578 FANAFSQNQLYNAGQPGIQC
TYIQQLRSQQHSNVSDTVMAN

KNNPFYALQINSYRIPED RLAEFWFNM

OVOC7694 WGLSDTTANGDSSHYISC FGLYTEELIFSYSWRR RPDNRKLTF

OVOC5661 GPTYIKYVL

OVOC5501 WGEWRTKTNGTKKVVE

OVOC6950 YVLDRNTFIAHMMATNLANQLP
LDEFIGNNENNEKRTEQKLGLLT

OVOC1259 MASWSKYAI

OVOC4659 NIAYCNPWV
TABLE 1 Conservation of target proteins in selected nematode species.

Protein Percentage identity

O. ochengi O. flexuosa L. loa B. malayi W. bancrofti T. canis

OVOC4659 86.0 94.1 90.1 90.9 88.3 64.1

OVOC1259 99.2 Not found 88.8 90.5 89.7 76.5

OVOC6950 98.9 98.2 Not found 91.3 85.5 74.9

OVOC5501 99.5 94.7 92.2 92.1 93.5 73.0

OVOC5661 100 96.6 81.9 90.4 90.9 47.1

OVOC7694 99.1 97.0 39.1 90.2 81.2 77.6

OVOC8578 100 97.1 85.7 93.4 92.0 86.3

OVOC388 83.3 55.4 79.6 90.9 62.8 63.8

OVOC5378 99.3 95.7 81.5 90.1 87.6 73.5

OVOC5733 100 95.0 96.9 90.9 80.6 79.2

OVOC12318 93.0 63.7 91.6 76.6 69.1 83.0

OVOC7706 97.0 96.1 90.1 75.5 92.3 81.0

OVOC6796 Not found 90.4 78.0 94.6 Not found 82.8

OVOC4157 99.3 92.7 30.6 93.9 33.1 77.7
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after theM. tuberculosis RpfE TLR4 agonist sequence. The 8xHis

tag was incorporated at the C-terminus of the antigen to aid in

purification and identification procedures. At the end of the

design, the chimeric vaccine candidate comprised of 742 amino

acid residues that included 26 O. volvulus peptides (predicted

epitopes), the immune potentiators (TLR4 agonist and PADRE)

added, and different linkers (Figure 2).
Physicochemical properties and
solubility analysis

The generated chimera was predicted to have a molecular

weight (MW) of 77.7 kDa, while the theoretical pI was9.63,

showing that the protein is basic in nature. The predicted half-

life of the protein was 30 hours, >20 hours, and >10 hours in

mammalian reticulocytes in vitro, yeast and E. coli in vivo
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respectively. The solubility score on the SoluProt 1.0 server

was 0.719 (above the 0.5 threshold) and 0.855793 on the

SOLpro server, predicting the protein to be soluble upon

expression in bacteria. The instability index (II) was predicted

to be 34.24. This II score classifies the protein as stable since an II

of > 40 indicates instability). The GRand AVerage of

hydropathicitY (GRAVY) was predicted to be −0.395,

indicating that the protein can interact with water molecules

(97). The aliphatic index, predicted to be 73.83, suggesting that

the protein exhibits thermostability (98).
Secondary structure prediction

The final chimeric protein was predicted to be composed of

24% alpha helix, 16% beta-strand, and 60% coil (Figure 3A).

Regarding solvent accessibility, 50% of amino acid residues were
FIGURE 2

Schematic presentation of the final multi-epitope vaccine antigen, OvTMMEV-1. The 742-amino acid long polypeptide sequence containing a
built-in adjuvant (green) at the N-terminal linked with the multi-epitope sequence through an EAAAK linker (cyan) to the PADRE sequence.
Linear B epitopes are linked with KK linkers, HTL epitopes are linked using GPGPG linkers while the CTL epitopes are linked with the help of AAY
linkers. An 8x-His tag is added at the C-terminal to aid in purification and identification.
TABLE 3 Predicted immunoglobulin (Ig) class induction by linear B-epitopes.

Input sequence (linear B epitope) Predicted Antibody Class

IgG IgE IgA IgM

SKTIEADKRYKGIIDV + - - -

GAVKSGGAATRPAAAAQLRLLKKRSAEP + - - -

CGRLSPTPLRTNGLYI + - - -

LKDYDWRVRPRGNNLSWPDTG + - - -

FANAFSQNQLYNAGQPGIQC + - - -

TYIQQLRSQQHSNVSDTVMAN + - - -

WGLSDTTANGDSSHYISC + - - -

WGEWRTKTNGTKKVVE + - - -

YVLDRNTFIAHMMATNLANQLP + - - -

LDEFIGNNENNEKRTEQKLGLLT + - - -
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predicted as being exposed, 18% medium-exposed, and 30%

were predicted as being be buried. A total of 141 amino acid

residues (19%) were also predicted to be located in disordered

regions by the RaptorX Property server (Figure 3B). Figure 3C

shows the pictorial representation of secondary structure by

color of the designed vaccine candidate.
Antigenicity and allergenicity prediction

The predicted antigenicity score of the final sequence on the

VaxiJen 2.0 server was 0.7580 (bacteria model with a threshold

of 0.4) and 0.5913 (parasitic model with a default threshold of

0.5). The antigenicity score on the ANTIGENpro server was

0.877819. The results indicate that the generated protein is

antigenic in nature. The AllerTOP v.2 and AllergenFP servers

predicted the protein to be non-allergenic.
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IFN-g and IL4 inducing epitope
prediction

Of the 164 potential IFN-g inducing epitopes (15-mer)

predicted for the adjuvant, twenty-five scored above the

threshold for epitope prediction. Meanwhile, for the main

vaccine sequence of the 572 potential epitopes predicted, a

total of 187 IFN-g inducing epitopes scored above the default

threshold. The large number of IFN-inducing epitopes predicted

was correlated with the simulated IFN-g induction levels after

injection with the chimeric vaccine following immune

simulation on the C-ImmSim server (Figure 4). Similarly, for

the IL4pred server, the same number of potential epitopes was

predicted for the adjuvant and main vaccine sequence. From the

number of potential epitopes predicted, a total of 53 and 227

IL4-inducing epitopes scored above the default threshold for

adjuvant and main vaccine candidates, respectively.
A

B C

FIGURE 3

Graphical representation of secondary structure features of the final subunit vaccine sequence. (A) The protein is predicted to comprise alpha-
helices (28.0%), beta strands (7.0%) and coils (65.0%), and (B) 20% of positions are predicted to be in intrinsically disordered regions as predicted
by DISOPRED3. (C). The vaccine candidate 3D structure showing the different secondary structure elements with the helices (red), coils (green)
and strands (yellow).
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Prediction of epitopes for mouse MHC II
alleles

A total of 138 peptides capable of binding to seven mouse

MHC II alleles were predicted for the designed chimeric antigen

with the NetMHC II 2.3 server with the H-2-IAb allele having

the highest number of epitopes and the H-2-IEk having the

least (Table 4).
Tertiary structure prediction

Five tertiary structure models for the designed chimeric

vaccine candidate were predicted by the I-TASSER server

based on 10 threading templates (the best of which

were 7qfpA, 4ow1A, 6n23, 3eo5, and 6n7pX). All the selected

templates exhibited good alignment based on the Z-score values

observed (ranging from 0.92 to 4.03). The C-score values for the

predicted 3D models ranged from −4.39 to −0.89. Typically, the

C-score ranges from -5 to 2, with higher numbers suggesting

greater confidence. The 3D model having the highest C-score

was chosen for additional refinement (Figure 5A). The selected

model had an estimated RMSD and TM-score of 11.7 ± 4.5 Å

and 0.54 ± 0.15 respectively. of with an. The use of TM-scores

has been proposed as an alternative tool to assess the structural

similarity between two structures since it circumvents the

challenges encountered using RMSD which is affected by local

error (99). Generally, a model with correct topology will have a
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TM-score >0.5 while a TM-score less than 0.17 indicates random

similarity. The indicated cut-off values are not dependent on the

length of the protein sequence.
Refinement and validation of modeled
tertiary structure

Refinement of the designed vaccine candidate 3D structure

generated initially on the ModRefiner server followed by the

GalaxyRefine server yielded 5 models. From the quality scores

model of the refined models, “model 1” (with parameters GDT-

HA (0.9045), RMSD (0.528), and MolProbity (2.231) was

selected as the final 3D model for further characterization

(Figure 5B). In addition, the model had a clash score of 14.4, a

poor rotamers score of 0.2, and a Ramachandran plot score of

89.3%. The Ramachandran plot analysis of the selected model

protein predicted 87.5% of residues to be located in favored

regions. This percentage is slightly lower than the score obtained

from the GalaxyRefine analysis. In addition, 8.6% of e residues

were predicted to be located in allowed regions while only 3.9.0%

were predicted in disallowed regions (Figure 5C). Following

refinement, the 3D model quality was tested on the ProSA-web

and ERRAT servers. The selected model had a Z-score of −5.90

on the ProSA-webserver (Figure 5D) and an overall quality

factor of 69.174 on the ERRAT server (Figure not shown). The

ProSA-web score was outside the typical score range for native

proteins of similar size.
FIGURE 4

C-ImmSim simulation of the cytokine profile induced by three injections of the vaccine candidate injected 4 weeks apart. The main plot shows
cytokine levels after the injections. The insert plot shows IL-2 level with the Simpson index; D indicated by the dotted line. D is a measure of
diversity. Increase in D over time indicates emergence of different epitope-specific dominant clones of T-cells. The smaller the D value, the
lower the diversity.
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Discontinuous B-cell epitope prediction

A total of 403 residues (54.3%) were predicted by the ElliPro

server to be found in seven conformational B-cell epitopes, with

epitope prediction scores in the range 0.501 to 0.871. The

predicted discontinuous epitopes residues ranged from 3 to

150 amino acid residues (Table 5).
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Protein-protein docking between
designed vaccine constructs and TLR4-
MD2 receptor dimer

An appropriate immune response relies on well-coordinated

recognition and interaction between antigenic determinants and

specific immune receptors. Several accounts associate toll-like
A B

DC

FIGURE 5

Protein modeling, refinement, and validation. (A) The final 3D model of the multi-epitope vaccine obtained after homology modeling on the I-
TASSER server. (B) Refinement: superimposition of the refined 3D structure (colored) on the ‘crude model’ (gray) by the GalaxyRefine server.
Validation of the refined model showing (C) Ramachandran plot analysis with 92.8% (green crosses), 5.3% (orange triangles), and 1.9% (red
circles) of protein residues in favored, allowed, and disallowed (outlier) regions respectively, and (D) ProSA-web, giving a Z-score of -5.90.
TABLE 4 Number of peptides binding to mouse MHC II alleles.

Allele H-2-IAb H-2-IAd H-2-IAk H-2-IAs H-2-IAu H-2-IEd H-2-IEk

Number of epitopes 37 13 18 11 26 29 4
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receptor-4 (TLR-4), in particular, to protective immunity against

the larval stages of Onchocerca (49, 100, 101). Therefore, a set of

protein-protein docking calculations was executed to

approximate the binding affinity between TLR-4 receptor in its

bioactive confirmation (the m-shape dimer) and our vaccine

constructs (when linked or not) to the adjuvant, resuscitation-

promoting factor (Figures 6B, C) using the generalized-born

volume integral/weighted surface area (GBVI/WSA DG) scoring
function. This forcefield-based function estimates the free energy

of binding of given ligand pose using the AMBER994 forcefields,

trained on 99 different experimentally solved protein-ligand

complexes. Keeping the receptor (TLR-4) tethered, for each

construct serving as l igand, 10000 pre-placement

conformations were generated and filtered to 1000 placement

poses upon energy minimization to retain the top 100 low-

energy poses (Supplementary Figure 1).

Antigenic initiation of an ideal immune response only

commences after TLR-4 binds myeloid differentiation factor 2

(MD-2) via extracellular domains (87, 102). When the TLR4-

MD2 complex is formed, physiological recognition of the

antigen occurs (87). This initiates dimerization to an ‘m-

shaped’ multimer receptor complexed with the antigen in a

symmetrically arranged TLR4-MD2-antigen fashion

(Figures 6A-C), ultimately leading to downstream activation of

the intracellular components of the response cascade. Therefore,

the m-shaped receptor assembly (PDB 3FXI) was used to
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estimate binding affinities to our constructs (Figure 6,

Supplementary Table 1) and browsed the top 30 docked poses,

to identify binding modes fitting the interaction profile of the

large co-crystalized lipopolysaccharide antigen used to validate

the docking protocol of this study. This reference mode of

binding makes key interactions with the dimerization interface

of the TLR4-MD2 receptor assembly as previously reported

(103). Specifically, we retrieved six poses in which either

adjuvanted or non-adjuvanted structures meet these criteria,

either in terms of orientation towards the pocket or precise

interaction types made.

Structural analyses of representative structures (Figures 6D,

E) indicate that more polar interactions are made in the non-

adjuvanted compared to the adjuvant bound structure. Key

contacts in the former case between either TLR4 or TLR4*

chains of the receptor and the construct include Asp238, Asn241,

Ser374 forming hydrogen bonds with Gly364, Pro320, and Lys2,

respectively; while contacts between the proximal MD-2 and the

vaccine construct include: Lys58-Glu295, Ser159-Lys424, and

Asn158-Asn49 (Figure 6E). While these interactions are

generally supported as the residues involved occur in the

experimentally defined pocket of the receptor, Lys58 of the

proximal MD-2 chain in particular which forms a hydrogen

bond with Glu295 of the non-adjuvanted model, is shown to be a

key interacting residue involved in antigen recognition by TLR4-

MD2 complex (87). Statistical analyses of energies and
TABLE 5 Properties of predicted conformational epitopes.

Residues No. of
residues

Predicted
Score

_:P63, _: A64, _:P65, _:E66, _:D67, _:A68, _:G69, _:F70, _:D71, _:P72, _:N73, _:L74, _:P75, _:P76, _:P77, _:L78, _:A79, _:P80, _:D81 19 0.871

_:K488, _:E493, _:A631, _:N632, _:G633, _:D634, _:S635, _:S636, _:H637, _:Y638, _:I639, _:S640, _:C641, _:K642, _:K643, _:W644, _:G645, _:
E646, _:W647, _:R648, _:T649, _:K650, _:T651, _:N652, _:G653, _:T654, _:K655, _:K656, _:V657, _:V658, _:E659, _:K660, _:K661, _:Y662, _:
V663, _:L664, _:D665, _:R666, _:N667, _:T668, _:F669, _:I670, _:M673, _:T676, _:N677, _:L678, _:A679, _:N680, _:Q681, _:L682, _:P683, _:
K684, _:K685, _:L686, _:D687, _:E688, _:F689, _:I690, _:G691, _:N692, _:N693, _:E694, _:N695, _:N696, _:E697, _:K698, _:R699, _:K703, _:
L704, _:G705, _:L706, _:L707, _:T708, _:K709, _:K710, _:T711, _:Y712, _:I713, _:Q714, _:Q715, _:L716, _:R717, _:S718, _:Q719, _:H721, _:
S722, _:N723, _:V724, _:S725, _:D726, _:T727, _:V728, _:M729, _:A730, _:N731, _:K732, _:K733, _:H734, _:H735, _:H736, _:H737, _:H738,
_:H739, _:H740, _:H741

105 0.748

_:M1, _:K2, _:N3, _:A4, _:R5, _:T6, _:T7, _:L8, _:I9, _:A10, _:A11, _:A12, _:I13, _:A14, _:G15, _:T16, _:L17, _:V18, _:T19, _:T20, _:S21, _:P22,
_:A23, _:G24, _:I25, _:F82, _:L83, _:S84, _:P85, _:P86, _:A87, _:E88, _:E89, _:A90, _:P91, _:P92, _:V93, _:P94, _:V95, _:A96, _:Y97, _:S98, _:
V99, _:N100, _:W101, _:D102, _:A103, _:I104, _:A105, _:Q106, _:C107, _:E108, _:S109, _:G110, _:G111, _:N112, _:W113, _:S114, _:I115, _:
N116, _:T117, _:G118, _:N119, _:G120, _:Y121, _:Y122, _:G123, _:G124, _:L125, _:R126, _:F127, _:T128, _:A129, _:G130, _:T131, _:W132, _:
R133, _:A134, _:N135, _:G136, _:G137, _:S138, _:G139, _:S140, _:A141, _:A142, _:N143, _:A144, _:S145, _:R146, _:E147, _:E148, _:Q149, _:
I150, _:R151, _:V152, _:A153, _:E154, _:N155, _:V156, _:L157, _:R158, _:V167, _:R170, _:E173, _:A174, _:A175, _:A176, _:K177, _:A178, _:
K179, _:F180, _:V181, _:A182, _:A183, _:W184, _:L186, _:Y279, _:S280, _:N281, _:I282, _:N283, _:A284, _:F285, _:I286, _:P287, _:V288, _:
L289, _:V290, _:P291, _:S292, _:N293, _:L294, _:R295, _:L296, _:G297, _:P298, _:G299, _:P300, _:G301, _:S302, _:L303, _:N304, _:Q305, _:
L306, _:V307, _:L308, _:P309, _:E310, _:Y311

150 0.746

_:P35, _:A37, _:A38, _:A39, _:G40, _:P41, _:D42, _:A43, _:V44, _:G45, _:A205, _:Y206, _:K207, _:I208, _:F209, _:V210, _:A211, _:G212, _:
Y213, _:D214, _:K215, _:A216, _:A217, _:Y218, _:G219, _:P220, _:V221, _:L222, _:V223, _:S224, _:V225, _:N226, _:I227, _:Y228, _:A229, _:
A230, _:Y231, _:R232, _:L233, _:F236, _:W237, _:S337, _:F338, _:H339, _:P340, _:L341, _:F342, _:G343, _:P344, _:G345, _:P346, _:G347, _:
V348, _:D349, _:V350, _:R351, _:T352, _:D353, _:I354, _:S355, _:L357, _:S360, _:E361

63 0.684

_:D416, _:A433, _:T434, _:R435, _:N436, _:N437, _:K438, _:T439, _:N440, _:R441, _:S443, _:G494, _:P495, _:G496, _:P497, _:G498, _:K499,
_:N500, _:N501, _:P502, _:Y525, _:T526, _:E528, _:I576, _:K577, _:K578, _:L579, _:K580, _:D581, _:Y582, _:D583, _:R585

32 0.578

_:G471, _:P472, _:G473, _:P474, _:N509, _:S510, _:R512, _:I513, _:P514, _:E515, _:D516, _:G517, _:P518, _:S534, _:W535, _:R536, _:R537, _:
G538, _:P539, _:G540, _:P541, _:G542, _:S543, _:K544, _:T545, _:I546, _:E547, _:R563, _:P566, _:T567, _:P568

31 0.553

_:K187, _:A190, _:G191 3 0.505
fr
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deviations of the 6 poses (Supplementary Table 1) support these

findings as the non-adjuvanted specie (Energy: -73.7 ± 4.9 Kcal/

mol; RMSD refine: 1.1 ± 0.7 Å) has a slightly higher binding

a ffini ty matching the h igher number of contac t s

made (Figure 6E) when compared to the TLR4–adjuvanted

(Energy: -70.3 ± 2.3 Kcal/mol; RMSD refine: 0.6 ± 0.2 Å)
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cluster, the difference is however not significant (p=0.08).

Nonetheless, both models show high affinities to the TLR4-

MD2 receptor as evidenced by the very small binding energy

values. These inspired further analyses of resulting binding

modes by molecular dynamics simulations, to get an idea of

the binding stability of the complexes.
A

B

D E

C

FIGURE 6

Vaccine model interacting with the ‘m-shaped’ MD2-TLR4 receptor dimer. In all panels, the vaccine is coloured violet and the adjuvant in red,
the proximal TLR4 chain is coloured green while the distal one to the vaccine is in blue, and both MD-2 chains are coloured grey. (A) view of
the carton representation of the non-adjuvanted construct bound to the receptor and rotated by 90° on the y-axis. (B) Surface representation
of the non-adjuvanted construct bound to the receptor and rotated by 90° on the y-axis. (C) View of the surface representation of the
adjuvanted construct (in red) bound to the receptor and rotated by 90° on the y-axis. (D) view of the representative binding mode of adjuvanted
vaccine-receptor complex showing key interactions and (E) view of the representative model of the non-adjuvanted construct binding mode
with key interacting residues.
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Molecular dynamic analysis of candidate
vaccine-TLR4 complex

Molecular dynamics simulation and binding free energy

calculations were done to further characterize the stability and

interactions between the candidate vaccine and TLR4 receptor.

This was done on the non-adjuvanted vaccine in complex with

the TLR4 receptor, as the docking analyses showed no

advantage in terms of energy of the adjuvanted construct

over the non-adjuvanted one (Supplementary Table 1). The

MM-PBSA method was used to calculate the free energy of the

system. To assess the structural stability of the complex, the

RSMD values of the vaccine construct in the free state

(unbound ligand) and when bound to the receptor (complex)

(104) were compared. The backbone C-alpha atoms were used

for the RMSD calculations and the data can inform whether the

binding mode of the vaccine to the TLR4 receptor is stable and

if the receptor has undergone conformational changes as a

result of action or recognition of the vaccine (105). The overall

RMSD fluctuations for the complex unbound ligand only, and

TLR4 receptor only roughly remained balanced from 15 to

100ns (Figure 7A), indicating that the interaction between the

vaccine ligand and the TLR4 receptor is quite stable. However,

there are significant variations in fluctuation across the

replicates (runs 1–3). The mean RMSD of the three runs

ranged from 0.6 - 0.75 nm for the ligand candidate vaccine,

0.2 - 0.4nm for the TLR4 receptor protein, and 0.9 – 1.5 nm for

the vaccine-TLR4 complex. The very low RMSD (0.2 - 0.4nm)

values of the candidate vaccine are indicative of its

stability (106).

The key parameter for evaluating binding affinity between

molecules is the hydrogen bonding profile (93) as the amount

and rate of change of hydrogen bonding patterns over time

reflects the strength and stability of binding. The mean number

of hydrogen bonds ranged from 8 – 10 across the three

simulations and gradually increased over time from an average

value of 6 at 20nm to about 8 at 100ns (Figure 7B). Except for

run 3, the distance (Figure 7C) between the ligand construct and

the receptor protein gradually decreased with time – an

observation supported by the increasing number of hydrogen

bonds over time, which reflects increasing affinity between the

molecules in the complex. The bonding patterns were also very

consistent with time and indicative of stable interactions

between the construct and the receptor protein complex (93).
Binding free energy calculation using the
MM-GBSA approach

The most popular approach to computationally estimate the

binding free energy of a system is molecular mechanics-based

tools like the MM-GBSA and MM-PBSA (92). In this study, we
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performed a binding free energy analysis using the MM-GBSA

method to further appreciate the binding affinity of the

candidate vaccine to the TLR4 receptor. To this effect, we

extracted from the 100ns MD simulation trajectories a total of

11 frames which represent 11 conformations of the candidate

vaccine-TLR4 receptor complex over time, to calculate the free

binding energy. The results show that the vaccine candidate has

a strong predicted mean binding affinity (-18,369.1 +/- 1,326.5

KJ/mol) for the TLR4 receptor (Table 6). This value is extremely

high when compared to binding energies of similar studies

involving the use of MM-GBSA to predict protein-protein

interactions (107, 108). Nonetheless, this is expected as our

system comprising of two relatively bigger proteins (the vaccine

candidate protein and TLR4 receptor protein) is roughly x10

times larger than the proteins used in the cited studies for similar

MM-GBSA calculations.
Immune simulation for vaccine
immunogenicity

Immune simulation analyses projected an increase in the

secondary responses that were elicited. In theory, the observed

pattern depicts the active development of an immunological

response (Figure 7A). The simulated response to the first

injection was characterized by elevated IgM levels

Meanwhile, significant rises in the population of B-cells, IgG1

and IgG2 subclass antibody levels, IgM, total IgG + IgM

antibodies, and a corresponding decline in the antigen

concentration were observed for the simulated secondary and

tertiary responses (Figures 8A, B). The observation supposes

the development of immunological memory, which is observed

in the enhanced memory B-cell population (Figure 8C), as well

as isotype switching, leading to rapid antigen clearance with

successive exposures to the multiepitope chimera. The TH

(helper) and TC (cytotoxic) cell populations were predicted

to respond more strongly and exhibited comparable memory

development after several encounters with the antigen

(Figures 8D–F). Furthermore, during the immunization

period, high levels of dendritic cell, macrophage, and NK cell

populations were stimulated and sustained (Figures 8G–I).

Recurrent exposure with 12 injections (given at 4-week

intervals) showed dropping IgM levels and rising IgG levels,

whereas TH cell populations and IFN- levels remained high

throughout the exposure. As a result, it appeared that the

designed antigen provoked both cellular and humoral

immunological responses. Both types of immune response

have been reported to be essential for preventing

onchocerciasis. Additionally, the low Simpson D index

(Figure 4), which showed a high level of T-cell response

diversity, supports the existence and efficiency of different

epitopes present in the chimera.
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Codon optimization and in-silico cloning

The gene coding for the designed vaccine candidate was

codon-optimized using the Java Codon Adaptation Tool (JCat)
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to guarantee high protein expression levels in E. coli. The gene

sequence contained 2,226 nucleotides in total. In addition, the

sequence had Codon Adaptation Index (CAI) of 1.0, and the

mean GC content was 53.9%. This suggests the prospect of
TABLE 6 MM-GBSA summary of the energetic components underpinning interaction between the candidate vaccine and the TLR4 receptor
complex.

Energy component First Trial (KJ/mol) Second Trial (KJ/mol) Third Trial (KJ/mol) Mean energy (KJ/mol)

Van der Waal energy -255.476 +/- 92.216 -363.683 +/- 123.236 -161.260 +/- 32.964 -345.14 +/-
82.8

Electrostatic energy -17569.610 +/- 1107.106 -22038.542 +/- 2609.445 -18085.773 +/- 745.187 -19,231.3 +/- 1487.2

Polar solvation energy 1117.211 +/- 267.341 1250.284 +/- 521.348 1126.231 +/- 290.330 1,164.6 +/-
359.7

SASA energy -40.783 +/- 11.735 -53.660 +/- 19.868 -32.236 +/-
5.194

-42.22 +/-
12.3

Binding energy -16748.658 +/- 1000.811 -21205.602 +/- 2331.815 -17153.038 +/- 646.884 -18,369.1 +/- 1,326.5
FIGURE 7

Molecular dynamics approximations of stability and strength of interaction between vaccine construct and TLR4 receptor complex. Simulations
were performed in triplicates. (A) illustrates the RMSD fluctuations of the system with the vaccine construct represented as the ligand, TLR4
receptor as protein, and vaccine–TLR4 as complex. (B) shows the number of hydrogen bonds between the complex partners over time. (C)
shows the mean distance between the complex partners over time, and (D) illustrates the number of contacts made by key residues involved
signalling and recognition as pre-determined experimentally by X-ray crystallography.
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suitable expression of the designed vaccine candidate in

the E. coli host. A GC content range between 30% and 70% is

desired for optimal protein expression. Lastly, the adapted codon

sequence was inserted in the appropriate sites of the pET30a (+)

vector using SnapGene software to generate a recombinant

plasmid in-silico (Figure 9).
Discussion

Neglected tropical diseases, NTDs constitute the most

frequent infections affecting the world’s poorest one billion

people. In contrast to more known acute or emerging infections,

NTDs are largely lingering and incapacitating (and often

mutilating) conditions (109). The burden exerted by the

onchocerciasis which is an NTD stimulated the deployment of

global control measures that have thus far focused principally on

chemotherapy with IVM. Though control programs using MDA

with IVM have achieved considerable success, it has recently been
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reiterated that as the global health goal for onchocerciasis shifts

from control to elimination, only the development of new tools

could make this goal a reality. Amongst the tools needed for the

current toolbox for onchocerciasis elimination are vaccines, novel

diagnostic tools, and chemotherapeutics. Several studies in

humans and animal models have hinted at the possibility of

generating protective immunity against onchocerciasis –

suggesting the feasibility of artificial immunity through vaccines.

Vaccine development for onchocerciasis has focused on subunit

vaccines that are more logistically feasible. The challenge however

has been to find an effective antigen (given that O. volvulus is a

multistage parasite) and an appropriate formulation for such a

vaccine. These efforts have led to the identification of two

promising antigens; Ov103 and Ov-RAL-2 have demonstrated

protective immunity in animal models and are currently planned

for clinical development by 2022.

However, the failures experienced during translation from

preclinical to clinical studies continue to inundate the vaccine

development pipeline and highlight the need for a change in
A B
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FIGURE 8

In silico simulation of immune response using the vaccine candidate as antigen: (A) Antigen and immunoglobulins, (B) B cell population per
state, (C) B cell population, (D) TH cell population, (E) TH cell population per state, (F) TC cell population per state, (G) MA population per state,
(H) DC population per state, and (I) NK cell population.
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strategy for antigen selection (110). Chimeric epitope-based

vaccines, represent an attractive strategy to generate a more

robust protective immune response; since it offers the possibility

to combine several immunogenic epitopes into a vaccine

candidate (111). As a result, it is possible to elicit a broad-based

immune response against a variety of antigenic proteins without

necessarily producing and injecting the complete protein, most of

which is frequently immunologically unimportant (112). This

might reduce formulation difficulties, expenses, and safety

concerns. Additionally, the usage of epitopes reduces safety

concerns associated with the use of entire recombinant proteins

that can have an unwanted biological activity on the host (113).

The availability of parasite omics data and a plethora of

bioinformatics tools have facilitated the process of assembling

chimeric antigens. The selection of high affinity, promiscuous

epitopes that can interact with several HLA molecules, structural

characterizations of the designed candidates, antigenicity and

allergenicity predictions, and the prediction of protein-protein

interactions between vaccine candidates and immune receptors

constitute part of the analyses that can be done during

computational vaccine design. This method is advantageous

because of its cost-effectiveness as well as diminished risks and

shortened duration and amongst others. The approach can

consequently reduce some of the uncertainties embedded in the

classical vaccine development pipeline (112). Therefore, in recent
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years, this epitope-based approach to vaccine development has

been applied against different organisms including, bacteria,

viruses, and parasites like Trichuris trichuria (114) and Brugia

malayi (115), with several promising candidates reported (113).

Previously, Shey et al. (41) reported the design and

preliminary characterization of a potential vaccine candidate

against onchocerciasis based on the correlates of immune

protection reported for the disease. The results from the study

showed that epitopes for chimera designed could react with

serum samples for putatively immune persons. The present work

is focused on the computational design of a novel chimeric

vaccine candidate, from the extracellular domains of parasite

transmembrane proteins which have been reported to be

conserved in other species. The same procedure has been

employed to design an epitope-based vaccine using

Schistosoma mansoni proteins (116). The rationale is to design

a vaccine that can generate a potent immune response against

onchocerciasis but could also be deployed in cross-protection

against other disease-causing nematode parasites.

It has been reported that surface proteins in parasites, due to

their exposure, can elicit an immune response since they interact

with the host immune system (117). Beginning with proteins

that showed a high degree of conservation in related nematodes,

several tools were deployed to select transmembrane proteins.

Subsequently, the use of different servers allowed for the
FIGURE 9

In silico restriction cloning of the designed vaccine gene sequence into the pET30a (+) expression vector where the red part represents the
gene coding for the vaccine and the black circle represents the vector backbone. The His-tag is located at the carboxy-terminal end. The key
features of the generated recombinant plasmid are also displayed.
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selection of 14 trans-membrane proteins whose extracellular

domains were predicted since these are the portions exposed to

the immune system.

The extracellular domains were then assessed for the presence

of strong-binding HTL epitopes as well as high-scoring CTL and

linear B-cell epitopes. All the predicted epitopes were then

subjected to another round of selection by screening for

antigenicity. The applied selection criteria ensured the

generation of a chimera containing CTL and HTL epitopes with

strong affinity forMHCmolecules and also having the potential to

be recognized by B-cells. All these features are reported to be

important correlates of protection against onchocerciasis.

To combine the different epitopes together into a single

molecule, various linkers were employed. The following linkers:

EAAAK, GGGS, KK, GPGPG, and AAY were selected to

maximize protein expression, and epitope presentation based

on results that have been obtained from previous studies. While

the Mycobacterium tuberculosis RpfE was selected as a built-in

TLR 4 agonist. This adjuvant has been reported to stimulate a

concurrent Th1- and Th17-type T-cell immunity throughTLR4-

dependent maturation of dendritic cells (DCs). DCs treated with

RpfE efficiently triggered naïve CD4+T lymphocytes to produce

IFN-g, IL2, and IL17-A (96). The secretion of IFN-g has been

reported to correlate with protection (30). Possible interference

between the adjuvant and epitope regions of the chimera was

reduced by using the EAAAK to provide rigidity. This linker has

been reported to be important in improving expression and in

retaining the functional domains of bifunctional proteins (62).

On the other hand, the GGGS linker was selected to improve

flexibility and placed before the CTL epitopes. The GPGPG and

AAY linkers were used to ensure optimal epitope processing and

presentation – minimizing the formation of junctional epitopes

(53). Lastly, the KK epitopes were added between linear B-

epitopes to ensure proper recognition of the separate epitopes

and generation of the desired immune response. The designed

chimera had a total of 742 amino acids which is higher than the

average size of bacterial proteins (118). This larger size could

lead to challenges with expressing the protein in the soluble

form. However, bioinformatics analyses using the SOLpro and

SoluProt servers predicted both proteins to be soluble upon

expression in bacteria. In addition, though previous studies with

proteins of similar lengths have resulted in the production of

proteins as inclusion bodies, the use of refolding techniques

following purification (119) resulted in proteins that were

reactive with serum from exposed persons (41). On the other

hand, in case of any challenges with the solubility of the designed

protein during experimental validation analyses, other protein

expression hosts more amenable to the expression of high-

molecular-weight proteins, like mammalian cells can also be

another alternative (120).

Both human and animal model studies addressing the

immune mechanisms e l ic i ted by vacc ines aga ins t

onchocerciasis have reported the importance of an antibody
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response, CD4+ T cell responses, and IFN-g production in

protection against infection with O. volvulus parasite (121). In

addition, a significantly higher CD8+ response has been

reported in putative immunes (45). Mice model studies also

postulate that infection with microfilariae initially provokes a

CD8+ response, which exerts a damaging outcome on the initial

establishment of parasites, and afterward provokes a CD4+ T-

lymphocyte response which overcomes and destroys any

parasites residing in the host (122). The generation of a

massive population of CD8+ effector memory and effector T-

cell subsets is reported to be amongst the key mechanisms for the

maintenance of Rpf-specific T-cell responses in long-term M.

tuberculosis nonprogressors (123). The pan DR-biding epitope

(PADRE) which is a universal T helper epitope, has been

reported to greatly improve the antibody immune responses

elicited by a recombinant antigen vaccine against malaria (124).

PADRE is a universal synthetic 13 amino acid peptide that

activates CD4+ T cells (125). These observations support the

choice of PADRE and M. tuberculosis RpfE adjuvants, as

supplementary components of the designed chimeric

vaccine candidate.

In this study, the IFNepitope and IL4pred servers predicted

large numbers of IFN-g and IL4-inducing epitopes in the

designed multi-epitope vaccine candidate. Both cytokines have

been reported to correlate with protection against O. volvulus

(30, 47). Moreover, in-silico immune simulation analysis using

the C-ImmSim server predicted an increase in antibody

production after immunization in addition to high levels of

IFN-g secretion and an enduring cellular response. In addition,

predicted. The analyses showed increases in antibody levels for

the booster doses, indicating the development of immune

memory. This correlates with the emergence of memory B-

and T- lymphocytes that was apparent. The critical role of

antibodies in immune protection against onchocerciasis has

been reported (46). Helper T cells were particularly stimulated.

Depending on the parasite/infection stage, T cell-mediated

responses against filarial parasites have been reported to be

characterized by both T helper 1 and T helper 2 cytokine

activity (126). The ability of the designed vaccine candidate to

stimulate both the cellular and humoral arms of the immune

system supports its potential to provoke a robust protective

immune response against onchocerciasis.

Helminth parasites deploy a range of sophisticated

mechanisms to alter host immune responses. This helps them

to persist in the host for long durations (127). For Onchocerca

volvulus, the adult worms have been reported to persist for up to

15 years in the human host (128). A key mechanism involved in

immunoregulation by parasites is through the interaction of

parasite antigens with diverse Pattern Recognition Receptors

(PRRs), including toll-like receptors (TLRs) (129). Conversely,

TLR4 has also been reported to be implicated in protective

responses against onchocerciasis (49), trypanosomiasis (130),

and others (131). The capacity of the designed vaccine to elicit a
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protective innate immune response was potentiated through the

incorporation of the TLR4 agonist, RpfE (RPFE_MYCTU) from

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (96). Protein-protein docking

interaction of the vaccine construct with the TLR4 receptor

identified low energy binding modes matching that of

interaction profile of X-ray-determined structures. This

emphasizes the feasibility of interaction between the multi-

epitope vaccine antigen and human TLR4 as an important

step to initiate immune responses (87). Consistently, the data

obtained from molecular dynamic simulation analyses predicted

a stable interaction between the vaccine candidate and the TLR4.

Again, this interaction is necessary to stimulate the innate

immune system which will direct the adaptive immune

response towards protective immunity against the parasite.

Compared to an acquired response to infection, innate

immune responses to a vaccine also result from the

appropriate signaling and activation of TLR4 receptor present

on immune cells like amongst others macrophages and dendritic

cells. Park et al. experimentally examined the signaling

mechanisms responsible for the activation of TLR4 and

observed that Arg264, Tyr296, Lys341, Lys362, Lys388, and Glu436

are key residues involved in signaling (87). To assess if the MD

calculations are supported by the experimental data, a contact

frequency analysis of the TLR4 receptor was performed to

monitor which residues localized to the binding region of the

receptor do make what number of contacts with the candidate

vaccine. Interestingly, four of experimentally solved residues

known to underpin pathogenic recognition were captured by our

simulations to be involved in stable interactions between the

complex partners, and include Arg264, Tyr296, Lys341, and Lys362

(Figure 6D). Of these, Tyr 296 was shown to be the most relevant

residue driving signaling as it accounts for about 98% of the

interactions potentially responsible for the binding affinity in all

three simulation replicates. Moreso, two residues (Asp238 and

Asn241) predicted by our docking approximations are equally

determined by the contact frequency data to be important for

signaling, with Asp238 responsible for >80% of the stabilizing

interactions in all three runs. These data are consistent with the

experimental findings of Park et al. (87), pointing to the hotspot

residues of interest as key drivers of the TLR4 innate immune

responses to both infection and vaccination.

The relative sub-energy components making up the overall

binding free energy include Polar Solvation energy, Van der

Waals energy, Electrostatic energy, and SASA energy. Our

findings suggest the Electrostatic energy (-19,231.3 +/- 1487.2

KJ/mol) and Polar Solvation energy (1,164.6 +/- 359.7 KJ/mol)

are the main contributors to the binding affinity (-18,369.1 +/-

1,326.5 KJ/mol) of the complex. However, the solvation energy

which reflects macromolecular solubility was positive. In a

natural life system, molecules are required to dissolve for

interaction or receptor signaling to occur. As such, the

predicted insolubility of the vaccine construct seems to be a

limiting factor for its development as a potential vaccine. We,
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therefore, investigated if the positive solvation energy resulted

due to biases with the MM-GBSA predictor or are true

predictions. Indeed, we identified two studies with positive

solvation energies calculated by the same MM-GBSA method

on different complex systems (93, 132). These data suggest that

the construct may be soluble after all. However, these findings

remain mere predictions, and so further experimental

characterizations are required to assess in vitro and in vivo the

validity of the construct to serve as a potential vaccine model

against onchocerciasis and related filarial diseases in both

animals and humans.

However, atomic resolution data from molecular dynamics

simulation and binding free energy assessments in this study

serve to predict the possibility and stability of interactions

between the designed candidate vaccine and TLR4, and thereof

recognition by the innate immunity. Although these virtual

methods have rapidly evolved and conventionally adopted as

reliable in silico validation strategies with applicable capacity to

frequently make predictions close enough to the ground truth,

they are however not without limitations – reproducibility and

reliability. Different simulation replica may for several technical

reasons follow alternate trajectories across the free energy

landscape of a system. For best practices, simulations of >10

ns replicated three or more times are acceptable and used by

many theoretical studies. In this study, we perform three

different runs of up to 100 ns each and summarise the

findings by considering the similarities and differences

between the runs. In addition, we perform binding free energy

calculations of a few sampled conformations from across the

entire runs. It is, therefore, intended that these data provide the

basis for further experimental studies by vaccine developers. In

addition, the C-ImmSim server which was used for the immune

simulation studies has been reported to produce dynamics that

are stable and consistent with basic immunological

knowledge (75).

The physicochemical characteristics of the designed

chimeric vaccine candidate suggest the feasibility for

expression in E. coli. The predicted solubility (predicted by

two different servers), the half-life in E. coli (10h), the

molecule stability (aliphatic index of 74.24 and instability

index of 33.93) are all indicators that the bacterial platform is

suitable for heterologous expression of the chimera. Given that

the epitopes were selected from eukaryotic proteins, the protein

sequence was reverse translated, and the obtained DNA

sequence was codon-optimized, and in-silico cloned into the

pET30a+ vector. This arrangement ensures optimal yield upon

expression in the E. coli K12 strain. Physicochemical analyses

predicted an isoelectric point of 9.52, indicating that the protein

will be negatively charged under neutral conditions.

In the search for an effective vaccine candidate capable of

generat ing the required immune response against

onchocerciasis, only two candidates have passed the preclinical

development criteria and are currently planned for clinical
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development. However, the continuous challenges experienced

with the translation of vaccine candidates from animal models to

first-in-human trials highlight the need for a persistent search of

novel antigens. Reverse vaccinology offers a reliable approach to

vaccine antigen selection with several advantages (133, 134). The

careful selection of proteins conserved in other parasite species

implies that the generated vaccine candidate can elicit cross-

protective immune responses. This is particularly important as

co-endemicity is a common occurrence for most neglected

tropical diseases (135–137).

In general, the results obtained from this study support the

claim that cell surface localized proteins can be potential vaccine

candidates since their highly exposed to the immune system

(138). It also supports the claim that studying proteins of

unknown function can culminate in the discovery of potential

candidates with various biological functions. These concepts

have therefore been combined in this study to design a multi-

epitope protein that possesses potentially desirable antigenic

properties. The predicted physicochemical, immunogenic, and

structural properties suggest that the designed vaccine candidate

could be an additional tool that can be deployed in the fight

against onchocerciasis.

Thus far, all the results obtained are from in-silico studies.

There remains a need for validation through in vitro and in vivo

assays. In this regard, the first major step will be to express the

protein in a suitable host. The E. coli bacteria could be used in

the preliminary experiments due to its advantages including the

fast growth kinetics and easy manipulation, high degree of

flexibility with vectors and host strains, comparatively cheaper

costs, high yield, and easy scale-up, amongst others (139).

However, previous studies in mice models have reported that

proteins expressed in Pichia pastoris were more effective in

reducing parasite survival and protecting the host (140).

Expressed proteins can then be used for serological assays with

sera from infected persons and PIs since the role of antibodies in

protection against Onchocerca volvulus has been reported (46).

In addition, the expressed protein can be used to raise antibodies

in rabbits for in-vitro evaluation of antibody-dependent cell-

mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) of neutrophils on the L3 larval

stage or microfilariae as previously described (33). Satisfactory

results obtained from these in-vitro investigations depending on

the set criteria will serve as the basis to proceed for in-vivo

challenge studies in mice models with L3 larvae. Though the

BALB/c mice model has been used for several studies, a

humanized NSG mice model reported to be more amenable to

supporting the life cycle of the Onchocerca volvulus parasite

(141) could be a better host for in-vivo experiments. For the

designed chimera, the number of predicted peptides capable of

binding to mouse alleles indicates that the protein will be able to

elicit an immune response in a mouse model (Table 4). The

results from both in-vitro and in-vivo studies will then provide

the basis for the investigation of the vaccine candidate in

clinical trials.
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